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PARALLEL CONFERENCES
• Composites in Automotive & Aerospace

• Lightweight metal design by means of 
near-net-shape fabrication

• European Technology Transfer Conference: Security

• Innovative design and bionically inspired 
construction for new products

• Component optimization by means of 
intelligent surface functions and structures

• Advanced ceramics for future applications

• Boatbuilding with GFRP, carbon and aluminum: 
Material and processes

11th International Trade Fair for Material Applications, 
Surface Technology and Product Engineering

October 14 – 16, 2008  /  New Munich Trade Fair Centre

Roll alignment made easy

Sensor Products Inc. has in-
troduced a new device called 
Mini Sigma-Nip, an electronic 
nip analysis system which meas-
ures roller profi les and diagnoses 
roll alignment. While its “big-
ger brother” Sigma-Nip is suit-
able for the characterisation of 
profi les for large rolls, Mini Sig-
ma-Nip provides a solution for 
measuring nip widths of rolls 
with circumferences smaller than 
51cm/20”. The company says, that 
for the fi rst time ever large bone-
hard rolls with narrow contact 
areas can also be characterised 
by an electronic system.

Mini Sigma-Nip’s sensors cap-
ture data and record nip width 
readings while being viewed on 
a laptop containing its Windows-
based software. Adjustments to 
load are made in real time while 
the sensors are in the closed, 
(non-rotating) nip. Problems with 
alignment, skewing, and crown 
defi ciencies are quickly exposed. 
Software enhancements include 
a Comparison Mode, where up to 
three nip width readings can be 
viewed simultaneously, and an 

Alignment Tool, which instantly 
draws a line to indicate nip width 
variations.

In Mini Sigma-Nip, the 168 
microscopic sensor points that 
comprise each fi nger are dense-
ly packed within a smaller (8.4 
cm/3.3 in) active sensing area. 
This yields nip measurements 
with 2.5 times the resolution of 
the larger Sigma-Nip, which is 
a powerful new diagnostic tool 
that is principally used for pulp 
& paper manufacture and some 
converting operations.

The device can be especially 
useful for continuous mainte-
nance, as well as during equip-
ment setup and shutdown. Data 
that has been stored can be 
easily reviewed. Blanket life is 
extended by virtue of routine 
tests.  Web control is improved 
as evenly loaded roller sets are 
much less likely to cause web 
breaks and costly down time. 
Uneven material pulling, sheet 
walking, wrinkles, jams and print 
misregistration are greatly re-
duced.

Established in 1990 and headquartered in New Jersey Sensor 
Products Inc. is a specialist in the manufacture and distribution 
of tactile pressure sensing solutions. The devices are used in appli-
cations from tyre testing to semiconductor manufacturing, from 
R & D labs to space missions.

Mini-Sigma Nip sensors and software provide detailed analysis of nip condition


